A MIDDLE ENGuSH metrical version of Sidrak and Bokkus, medieval romance and book of knowledge, is preserved in the fifteenth-century MS. Lansdowne 793 in the British Museum.' Two of the six English metrical MSS extant2 testify that they were 'translated owte of french in-to englishe's and, further, that they were brought 'unto Englyssh ryme' by the translator, one 'Hugh of Campedene," contentions reaffirmed by Godfraye's early printed edition.5 The numerous prose MSS which survive in Danish, Dutch, Italian, French, and Provencal, extending from the thirteenth through the sixteenth centuries, indicate the popularity of the opus.6
through the sixteenth centuries, indicate the popularity of the opus. 6 Topics in the Lansdowne text, which runs to more than 12,000 lines, comprehend biological science, physical science, human relations, and theology, forming the matter of four books which intersperse an episodic prologue and epilogue. Subjects, posed in question-answer dialogue between fictional King Bokkus and his Christian philosopher, Sidrak, shift with kaleidoscopic abruptness and without discernible pattern.
In [betimes]
[also]
[properly]
[herself]
Texts and Documents Of the chamber that lieth in, With great pain they part a-twain, When it is out then is it lorn
[ost] When it is then so dead born, And through grace of God's might The mother closeth anon right.'
